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Brain Works held The 15th EGA Asia and Africa seminar-“ICT field of Nepal”-

“The 15th EGA Asia and Africa seminar -ICT field of
Nepal-” was held in Tokyo on 13th September in 2018. This
seminar was organized by Brain Works Group and it was
held at the seminar room of Tokyo branch of University of
Marketing and Distribution Science.
At the seminar, it was started from the greeting by Prof. Ueda
and Mr. Noboru Kondo, CEO of Brain Works Group made a
presentation about the opportunities of ICT business in
Nepal as his deep experience on ICT business in developing
countries.
Then, we had a speech by Mr. Udaya Mohan Shrestha,
Chairman of Prime Commercial Bank Nepal and following his
speech Leapfrog Technology which is ICT enterprise of
Nepal has their basis for activities in US and providing their
service with high technology and know-how.
He also expressed the fact that large portion of the shortage
of IT engineers or workers in Japan can be fulfilled by skilled
Nepalese Engineers and workers. Mr. Himal Karmacharya, President of Leapfrog, Mr. Chris
Sprague, CEO and Mr. Chandika Bhandari came to Japan and joined the seminar.
And we also had a speech by Mr. Raj Krishna Shrestha, CEO of MBS Trade Link Ptd who has
been doing several businesses include ICT.
The presentation during the seminar by Nepalese engineers
revealed clearly the potentiality of young Nepalese IT
engineers to work in highly technical companies in Japan.
Japanese audiences listened those speakers’ stories which
were about their experiences, works they made in ICT sectors

and possibilities of cooperation with Japanese enterprises with interests.
In the end, the Chief Guest, Mr. Krishna Chandra ARYAL, Deputy
Chief of Mission /Minister Counselor Embassy of Nepal, Tokyo gave
speech regarding the highlight of the seminar. He also added that,
Nepal and Japan must keep good relationship and friendship then to
make both two countries closer, we need to have correct mutual
understanding made the speakers and audiences impressed.
We, Brain Works Group will continue to make plans and hold
the seminar to make more collaboration and better
cooperation between Nepal and Japan.
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